THREE WAYS

OPERATION BABY RESCUE

to get involved . . .

An initiative of World Help that provides life-saving treatment
for thousands of children battling the effects of malnutrition in
impoverished communities.

RESCUE

OUR STRATEGY

Support the full
cost of a baby
rescue, or combine
your gifts with the
contributions of
others.

Our strategy is to rescue and nourish sick and dying children
back to health by providing much-needed medical attention,
nutrition, and other supplies that can save their lives. For just
$1,200, you can rescue a baby in need.
While each child’s story and needs are different, most rescues
require similar resources to save lives. The cost of each rescue
includes the following options for care, depending on each
child’s unique circumstance:

FUNDRAISE

Create your own
online fundraising
page to rally others
for the cause.

• RESCUING THE CHILD: Some children are left abandoned
in the slums while others live in remote and virtually
inaccessible regions. Rescuers sometimes travel up to six
hours to reach children in need.
• MEDICAL TREATMENT AND/OR HOSPITAL STAY: Certain
severe cases require extensive or prolonged attention.

ADVOCATE

Spread the word
about this need with
your friends, family,
and community.

• HOUSING AND CARE FOR FAMILY MEMBERS: Many
families accompany their children to the treatment location.
• FOOD AND CLOTHING: These supplies are sent back with
the family once the children are nursed back to health.

FOLLOW UP
Though the severity of each child’s condition varies, the
majority regain their health and are restored back to their
families. Many also receive assistance through our Child
Sponsorship Program.

For details on
how to get involved
in this campaign,
advocacy tools, and
rescue stories, visit:

• The parents of each child are trained on proper sanitation,
nutrition, and care of the child and are given provisions to
necessitate a successful transition back home.

worldhelp.net/rescue

• Follow-up visits are made to ensure that the child remains
healthy and cared for properly.
• By building this relationship with the families, we hope that
the love of Christ is shown practically and relationally.
• In some severe cases where the effects of disease or
malnutrition are irreversible, special-needs care is available.

THE SUCCESS
Since inception, hundreds of children have been
rescued through Operation Baby Rescue . . . lives
saved and hope restored.
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